CHALLENGE
WEEK 2
11 MAY 2020
MONDAY 11 MAY
BE CURIOUS
Popular festivals &
celebrations from around
the world:

TUESDAY 12 MAY
BE MINDFUL
Watch and listen to Beethoven’s
5th Symphony
HERE

WEDNESDAY 13 MAY

THURSDAY 14 MAY

BE INSPIRED

BE KIND

READ THIS EXTRACT
Use these guiding questions
to talk about it with someone
at home or a friend:

1. Have you heard of Bletchley
During World War 2 it was often
Park and the important work
known as the Victory Symphony.
carried out. In your own words,
Watch the video
The opening 4 notes sound like the
describe what work did they did
letter V in morse code.
during World War 2.
Which festival did you find
– Da-Da-Da-Dum –
2. The people who worked at
most interesting & why?
-dot-dot-dot-dashBletchley firstly intended to be
teachers, scientists and doctors:
Which festival & country
Watch the colours on the screen
they had to adapt to their new
would you like to visit one
and see the patterns of each of
role and move into the park.
day?
the instruments coming together
Would this have been easy?
to make one sound. Try to notice 3. Why do you think Alan Turing
What are your family
traditions? What occasions do your breathing as you listen and
enjoyed the all night exercises?
notice
the
different
emotions
you
4. What events do you think made
you celebrate?
may be feeling. In this one piece
very clever people want to help
Can you think of any other
there are moments of calm,
during these times?
festivals that take place across
suspense, and celebration.
5. To go from school or college to
the world?
a place of work is a big step.
How can you prepare yourself
for the big change?

To find out more about Bletchley
Park, you can watch a
documentary:
HERE

FRIDAY 15 MAY
BE REFLECTIVE

Show gratitude to those
still working throughout
this pandemic
(postal workers, refuse
collectors, delivery drivers) Use this link to tell your
teacher about the
in the form of a thank you
challenges you
note or a gratitude gift.

completed this week
Add this to the Kindness
Calendar from last week.
Download HERE if you
missed it

FORM

